NPB SSR1814ZZ BEARING
INCH SERIES | RADIAL SHIELDED MINIATURE BEARING

NPB Part No. SSR1814ZZ
Standard Reference No. SR188ZZ

SPECIFICATIONS

- Bore Diameter \( d \) = 0.2500"
- Outside Diameter \( D \) = 0.5000"
- Width 1 Shield \( W_1 \) = 0.1250"
- Width 2 Shields \( W_2 \) = 0.1875"
- Ball Complement No. 10
- Ball Complement Size 1/16
- Dynamic Load Rating 187 Lbs
- Static Load Rating 84 Lbs

INTERCHANGE

National Precision Bearing Part No SSR1814ZZ is an interchangable replacement for these common bearing part numbers:

- NHBB Bearing SSR1812EE
- MPB Bearing SR1818SS
- BARDEN Bearing SR1985S
- GRW Bearing SS635062%
- NSK Bearing SR188ZZ
- NMB Bearing SR188ZZ
- windon Bearing ULZ8016X
- OLD NHBB Bearing SR188PP
- EZO/SPB Bearing SR188Z